
See the video

H80/MKHP3-H80/GPL-H80/MHHP

Ride-on mowers range
Family Hydro 80
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PERFORMANCE

Cutting deck with direct rear discharge: no more clogging, even in difficult

conditions. Suspended cutting deck with anti-scalp rollers which keep the

blades out of trouble. Reinforced and protected blade of 80 cm. Built-in grass-

box : the integrated 240-litre grassbox is emptied without leaving the driving

position. For-ease-of-use the system is hydraulically assisted. Sound alarm : a

buzzer sounds when the large capacity grassbox is full. For meadows, long

grass or other cut and drop applications, simply remove the base of the grass-

box. A side deflector allows the hydro 80 to windrow cut grass. This option

is often used in long grass. Compact design : Measuring 1.98m x 0.82m

wide, hydro 80 can pass through most gateways and its tight turning circle

makes it ideal for small or awkward areas. It mows close to walls and fences

and is highly manoeuvrable. It goes anywhere, with its large-sized front

wheels, the hydro 80 easily overcomes all obstacles such as pavement kerbs.

COMFORT

Ease-of-use : through step design makes getting on and off the hydro 80

easy. The out-front driving position ensures excellent all-round visibility.

Fingertip control : with its high-backed suspension seat; smooth steering

and wheel with guiding knob; ergonomic design plus easy-to-reach controls,

driving is easy. Controls: cutting height adjustment and emptying the grass

collector are carried out from the driving seat. The built-in shock absorber

system and hydrostatic transmission give a smooth ride over a wide range

of mowing speeds and you can cut in reverse as well! Transmission : work

at the speed you want. Low maintenance : quality built for long-life and low

maintenance, hydro 80 has easy access to the engine and all working

parts. The hydrostatic transmission system is maintenance-free. Cleaning of

the cutting deck : A hose point makes it easy to clean underneath the deck.

ROBUSTNESS

The specially coated 60 mm tubular chassis is designed for strength

and long-life. Reinforced steering. Direct belt transmission. The

electromagnetic blade clutch is controlled by self adjustable belt with

constant tension. Fitted with the latest 15hp KAWASAKI twin cylinder

engine or the HONDA 15,5 HP, selected for their powerful performance

and reliability.

VERSATILITY

Superb mulching thanks to standard included mulching plug.

Removable collector base for direct ejection of long grass. Side

ejection with swathing deflector for very long grass. Snow plough: to

clear snow from your paths and pavements fast.

The + products :

• Intergrated Grassbox

• Multi-purpose

• Solid and reliable

• Comfortable and ergonomic

• Extremely compact

• Low maintenance

• High grass mowing capability

Total efficiency

The hydro 80 cuts and collects both long and

short grass, without clogging. But this little

workhorse does much more: for non-collection

there is side discharge or rear ejection for

longer grass. If you want a mulching mower -

hydro 80 does that too. The Etesia Hydro 80

can adapt to all ground conditions, which

makes it an incredible versatile machine for the

professional landscaper.
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Technical specifications :

(*) According to the mowing conditions (maximum mowing

calculation x cutting width = theoretical output)
(**) l = Length, w = width h = height (in cm)

Model

(l x w x h)**

Cutting width

Engine

Horse power

Speed

Theoretical output (*)

Grassbox

Weight

hydro 80/MKHP

(198x82x117))

80 cm - 32 inch

Kawasaki FS 481

twin cylinder

16 HP - 12,5 kW

From 0 to 9 km/h

Reverse 0 to 8 km/h

7 200 m
2

/h

240 l

240 kg

Ask for a free

demonstration


